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INTRODUCTION
We begin by ``putting the food on the table,'' and so without further ado
we state the main result which we prove in Section 3:
THEOREM 3.6. Let K be an n-dimensional function field o¨er an alge-
braically closed field k. Assume that either the characteristic of k is zero or that
it is positi¨ e and n F 3. Let LrK be a finite algebraic extension. Let ¨ be a
¨aluation of Lrk with k-dimension zero, rational rank r, and ¨aluation ring V.
 .Let S, N ; L be a n-dimensional regular local ring o¨er k which is
birationally dominated by V. Let R s S l K, M s N l K, U s V l K, and
Q s MS.
 .1 If r s n then S can be replaced by an iterated monoidal transform
along ¨ so that Q is N-primary;
 .2 If r - n then S can be replaced by an iterated monoidal transform
along ¨ so that ht Q G r q 1. In particular, if r s n y 1 then for such a
transform, Q is N-primary.
In the case n s 2 the only possible values of r are either 1 or 2, and so
S can necessarily be replaced with an iterated monoidal transform so that
Q is N-primary, and hence S lies over R, i.e., S is a localization of the
w xintegral closure of R in L at a maximal ideal A4, Proposition 1 . This was
w xproved by Abhyankar in his 1956 paper A1 , and he called it the Local
weak simultaneous resolution theorem for algebraic surfaces. He was able to
w xeliminate the use of Zariski's factorization theorem A2, Theorem 3 from
whis proof of the Local Uniformization theorem for algebraic surfaces A3,
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xA4 by noting that both instances of its use were consequences of this
Local weak simultaneous resolutions theorem. Since the Zariski factoriza-
tion theorem is not true for higher-dimensional varieties, even over alge-
 w x.braically closed ground fields of characteristic zero see S, 3.2 , the Local
weak simultaneous resolution theorem could be important for the problem
of Local Uniformization for higher-dimensional varieties. In his 1959
w xpaper A5 , Abhyankar adopted his proof of the Local weak simultaneous
resolution theorem to prove Local Uniformization for arithmetic surfaces.
Our result is a rather modest generalization, as it does not account for all
possible rational ranks in dimension n, rational rank i is possible for any
.1 F i F n , and our proof for the most part follows Abhyankar's proof in
the 2-dimensional case. The main tool we use for our generalization is a
corollary of a monomialization theorem for ordered groups proved in
Section 2:
 .COROLLARY 2.4. Let R, m be an n-dimensional regular local ring
birationally dominated by a ¨aluation ring V of a ¨aluation ¨ . Assume that
 .  .x , x , . . . , x is a regular system of parameters for R such that ¨ x , ¨ x ,1 2 n 1 2
 .  .. . . , ¨ x are rationally independent. Let P s x , x , . . . , x R, and letr 1 2 r
 .0 / I s M , M , . . . , M R be an ideal of R generated by monomials in1 2 l
 .  .  .x , x , . . . , x with ¨ M F ¨ M F ??? F ¨ M . Then there is an iterated1 2 r 1 2 l
monoidal transform RX of R along ¨ with centers contained in P and a regular
system of parameters xX , . . . , xX of RX such that1 n
 . < < < X  X X.1 M M ??? M in R and hence IR s M R ;1 2 l 1
 . X X2 Each x is a monomial in x , . . . , x for 1 F i F n.i 1 n
Let us note here and throughout the term ``monomial in the x '' refersi
to an expression of the form x a1 x a2 ??? x an, i.e., a monic or ``pure''1 2 n
monomial. A much more general result exists, namely the Embedded
 w x.Resolution theorem see A6, 4.11; H . The key point here is that because
our monoidal transforms have centers contained in P, which is generated
by parameters whose values are rationally independent, the parameters xXi
can be expressed as quotients of monomials in the original variables. In
the Embedded Resolution theorem, they are expressible as rational func-
tions of the original variables. This additional control coupled with a
 .lemma of Abhyankar Lemma 1.4 makes our generalization in Section 3
fairly straightforward.
This paper is based on the author's doctoral thesis at Purdue University,
and he thanks Professors S. Abhyankar and W. Heinzer for their guidance
and encouragement.
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1. PRELIMINARIES
By a quasilocal ring we mean a commutative domain with an identity
 ./ 0 which has a unique maximal ideal. A Noetherian quasilocal ring will
 .be called a local ring. A pair R, m will denote a quasilocal ring R with
 .  X X.maximal ideal m. If R, m ; R , m are two quasilocal rings with a
common fraction field such that mX l R s m, then we say that RX bira-
tionally dominates R, denoted by R - RX. If R - RX, then there is a natural
injection of residue fields Rrm ª RXrmX, and we define the R-dimension
of RX, denoted dim RX, to be the transcendence degree of RXrmX overR
Rrm; if the natural map Rrm ª RXrmX is also surjective, then we say that
X  .R is residually rational o¨er R. If S is a subring of a quasilocal ring R, m
and m l S s p, then we say that R has center p on S.
Let K be a field and let ¨ be a valuation of K with valuation ring V and
value group G . The real rank r of ¨ is the Krull dimension of V. If r is¨
finite then it can be thought of as the smallest positive integer such that G¨
can be embedded into the ordered abelian group R r with the lexicograph-
ical ordering. The rational rank r of ¨ is the Q-vector space dimension of
G m Q. It can also be thought of as the maximal number of rationally¨ Z
independent elements of G , where we say that elements a , a , . . . , a in¨ 1 2 t
any ordered abelian group G are rationally independent if t a a s 0 fori i i
a g Z implies that each a s 0. If there is a subfield k of K for whichi i
 .¨ a s 0 for all 0 / a g k, then k - V, and if dim V s d, then we say thatk
 .¨ is a d-dimensional ¨aluation of K o¨er k or of Krk or ¨ has k-dimen-
sion d. The following result of Abhyankar classifies valuations birationally
dominating a local ring in terms of real rank, rational rank, and dimension.
 .FACT 1.1. Let R, m be a local ring of dimension n which is birationally
dominated by a ¨aluation ring V of a ¨aluation ¨ with ¨alue group G . Let d¨
be the R-dimension of ¨ , let r be the real rank of ¨ , and let r be the rational
rank of ¨ . Then d q r F d q r F n. Furthermore, if d q r s n, then G is¨
group-isomorphic to Z r, and VrM is finitely generated o¨er Rrm.V
w xProof. See A2, Proposition 2 .
We next define and give a characterization of V-ideals due to Zariski.
Let R be a ring contained in a valuation ring V. We say that an ideal
I ; R is a V-ideal of R if I is the contraction of some ideal of V to R.
 .LEMMA 1.2 Zariski . Let R be a subring of a ¨aluation ring V and let
I ; R be an ideal. Then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 I is a V-ideal;
 .  .  .2 If a, b g R, a g I, and ¨ b G ¨ a , then b g I;
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 .  .  .   .3 If a g I and ¨ b G ¨ a for all b g I, then I s b g R ¬ ¨ b G
 .4¨ a ;
 .4 I s IV l R.
Proof. The proof is straightforward and is left as an exercise for the
reader.
 .We next discuss monoidal transforms. Let R, m be an n-dimensional
regular local ring, let P be a prime ideal of R such that RrP is regular,
w y1 xand let 0 / x g P. Let S s R Px , and let Q be a prime of S which
 X X.  . Xcontains m. Let R , m s S , QS . Then we say that R is a monoidalQ Q
 . Xtransform abbreviated MDT of R centered at P. If R is a monoidal
transform centered at the maximal ideal m of R, then we say that RX is a
quadratic transform of R. The following facts about MDTs are proved in
w xA6, 1.4 .
 . XFACTS 1.3. 1 R is a regular local ring birationally dominating R;
 .2 There exists a regular system of parameters x , x , . . . , x of R such1 2 n
 . Xthat for some h F n we ha¨e P s x , x , . . . , x R and R s1 2 h
w xR x rx , x rx , . . . , x rx ;2 1 3 1 h 1 Q
 .  .  X. X3 Dim R s Dim R q dim R where Dim is the Krull dimension;R
 . X X X X X X X4 There exist x , x , . . . , x g R so that x , x , x , . . . , x , x ,2 3 g 1 2 3 g hq1
X  . X X. . . , x is a regular system of parameters for R g F h . Moreo¨er, x , x ,n 2 3
. . . , xX can be chosen so that if x rx g mX for some i, then x rx s xX forg i 1 i 1 j
some j;
 . X5 If R is residually rationally o¨er R, and k is a coefficient set for R,
 .then for each i 2 F i F h there exists a unique r g k such that x rx y r gi i 1 i
X X  X X X . X m and so we ha¨e m s x , x , . . . , x R s x , x rx y r , . . . , x rx y1 2 n 1 2 1 2 h 1
. Xr , x , . . . , x R . Note that in this case we can think of a monoidalh hq1 n
X X  X . X  Xtransform as a substitution process: x s x , x s x x q r , . . . , x s x x1 1 2 1 2 2 h 1 2
. X Xq r , x s x , . . . , x s x .h hq1 hq1 n n
By a monoidal sequence of R is meant a collection of regular local rings
 .R with R s R and where R is a monoidal transform of R fori iG 0 0 iq1 i
 .each i G 0. If R is a monoidal sequence of R we will also say for ai iG 0
given i that R is an iterated monoidal transform of R. Let V be ai
valuation ring birationally dominating R. For a given prime P of R such
that RrP is regular, there exists a unique monoidal transform RX of R
which is dominated by V. RX is called the monoidal transform of R with
 .center P along ¨ . A monoidal sequence R of R in which V dominatesi iG 0
each R is called a monoidal sequence of R along ¨ , and a given R is calledi i
an iterated monoidal transform of R along ¨ .
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The following lemma of Abhyankar which is given and proved more
w x.generally in A8, Lemma 2.2 will be quite useful on occasion.
 .LEMMA 1.4. Let R, m be an n-dimensional regular local ring with a
regular system of parameters x , x , . . . , x , and let 0 / h g R. Then there1 2 n
exist distinct monomials M , M , . . . , M in x , x , . . . , x and units a ,1 2 l 1 2 n 1
a , . . . , a of R such that h s a M q a M q ??? qa M .2 l 1 1 2 2 l l
 .Proof. It is convenient though not necessary to use completions to
Ãprove this. Let J be a coefficient set for R, and in R, the m-adic
completion of R, write h s j M q j M q ??? where j g J and the M1 1 2 2 i i
 .are distinct monomials in the x 's. Let I s M , M , . . . R. Since R is1 2
 .Noetherian, I s M , M , . . . , M R for some l ) 0. If i ) l, then M g I1 2 l i
implies that M is divisible by one of M , M , . . . , M one way to see thisi 1 2 l
is to consider the corresponding monomials in a polynomial ring over a
.field , and thus i ) l implies M s N M for a nontrivial monomial Ni i s ii
 .since the M are distinct and some s , 1 F s F l, and hence M g mI.i i i i
Now
h y j M y j M y ??? yj M1 1 2 2 l l
Ãs j M q j M q ??? g mIR l R s mI.lq1 lq1 lq2 lq2
Thus h s j M q j M q ??? qj M q g where g g mI. Say g s r M q1 1 2 2 l l 1 1
r M q ??? qr M , where r g m. Put a s j q r .2 2 l l i i i i
 .Let R, m be an n-dimensional regular local ring birationally domi-
nated by a valuation ring V of a valuation ¨ . If there is a regular system of
 .  .  .parameters x , x , . . . , x for R such that ¨ x , ¨ x , . . . , ¨ x are ratio-1 2 n 1 2 n
nally independent, we will let X denote the system of parameters, and we
 . U .  .will say that the triple R, V, X satisfies . Suppose that R, V, X
U . Xsatisfies , and suppose that R is an iterated MDT of R along ¨ with
parameters X X such that each x is a monomial in X X, then we will sayj
that RX is a basis transformation R.
2. MONOMIALIZATION IN ORDERED ABELIAN GROUPS
We first discuss some special transformations of sets of elements in
ordered abelian groups. Let G be an ordered abelian group and suppose
that t , t , . . . , t are nonnegative elements of G. Choose indices a, b so1 2 t
that t F t and consider a transformation of the following type: t X s ta b b b
y t , and t X s t for i / b. This transformation is clearly nonnegative anda i i
also unimodular in the sense that we can think of it as multiplying the
 .vector with entries t 1 F i F t by a t = t elementary matrix with1
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determinant of absolute value 1. Clearly any such transformation preserves
Q-linear relations, and hence the number of rationally independent ele-
 4  X4 Xments of the t is the same as that of the t . Using t and t to denotei i
 4  X4 Xthe sets t and t , let us say that t is an elementary generalized Perroni i
 .transformation of t abbreviated EGP . It is clear that any finite sequence
of such transformations is also a nonnegative and unimodular transforma-
tion, and we will call the resulting set t X of nonnegative values of such a
sequence of transformations an iterated EGP of the set t . In particular, if
the t are real and rationally independent, then the transformation ofi
 w x.Perron see Z, BI and BII is an iterated EGP. Let us call an EGP
positi¨ e if t - t , and nonpositi¨ e if t s t . Note that if t , t , . . . , t area b a b 1 2 t
 . Xrationally independent, then any EGP hence any iterated EGP t is
positive.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let G be an ordered abelian group, let t , t , . . . , t be1 2 t
positi¨ e rationally independent elements of G, and let t be a positi¨ etq1
element of G which depends rationally on t , t , . . . , t . Then there exists an1 2 t
iterated EGP t X of t such that
 . X1 t s 0;tq1
 . X X X2 t , t , . . . , t are positi¨ e and rationally independent;t 2 t
 .3 Each EGP is positi¨ e except that the last one, which is nonpositi¨ e.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the real rank q of T , the subgroup
wof G generated by t . The base case was done by Zariski in Z, BI, Theorem
x  q.1 . Assume q G 2. Identifying T with an ordered subgroup of R , welex
 .  . write for each i 1 F i F t q 1 , t s a , a , . . . , a . Since the t 1 F ii i1 i2 i q i
.  .F t q 1 are rationally dependent, the a 1 F i F t q 1 are rationallyi1
dependent. Assume that a , a , . . . , a are rationally independent where11 21 l1
1 F l F t. We may assume that, say, a ) 0, else we are in the rank11
.q y 1 case. By successively applying the result in rank 1 to the a there isi1
a positive iterated EGP t U of t such that
t U s aU , aU , . . . , aU .i 11 12 1q
t U s aU , aU , . . . , aU .i 21 22 2 q
...
t U s aU , aU , . . . , aU .l l1 l2 lq
t U s 0, aU , . . . , aU .lq1 lq1.2 lq1.q
...
t U s 0, aU , . . . , aU , .tq1  tq1.2  tq1.q
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where aU , aU , . . . , aU are positive rationally independent real numbers.11 21 l1
Since an iterated EGP preserves rationally independent elements, exactly
t y l of the t y l q 1 elements t U , . . . , t U are rationally independent.lq1 tq1
U UNow apply the induction hypothesis to t , . . . , t .lq1 tq1
Let n , n , . . . , n be nonnegative integers. An element m g G of the1 2 t
form m s n t q n t q ??? qn t will be called a monomial in t . If1 1 2 2 t t
mU s nUt q nUt q ??? qnUt is another monomial in t such that n F nU1 1 2 2 t t i i
U  < U .for 1 F i F t, then we will say that m di¨ ides m denoted m m in t . If m
is a monomial in t , and t X is an EGP of t , then it is clear that m is a
monomial in t X, and hence this holds for an iterated EGP.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let t , t , . . . , t be rationally independent positi¨ e1 2 t
elements of an ordered abelian group G. If m and mU are monomials in t
U  . Xwith m - m , then there is an iterated positi¨ e EGP t and t such that
< U Xm m in t .
Proof. We again proceed by induction on the real rank q of T , the
subgroup of G generated by t . Again, the base case was done by Zariski
w xZ, BII, Theorem 2 . Assume that q G 2 and partition t into two subsets
 4  4r s r , r , . . . , r and s s s , s , . . . , s where r q s s t and every1 2 r 1 2 s
element of s is infinitely greater than every element of r, i.e., for
1 F i, j F r, s and all n G 0 we have nr - s . Writei j
m s m q mr s
mU s mU q mU ,r s
where the right hand sides are composed of the obvious monomials in r
and s obtained from the monomial expressions in t . Since m - mU by
assumption, and since s c r, we must have that m F mU . By the induc-s s
tion hypothesis there is an iterated EGP s X of s and hence t X of t which
< UX Xfixes r such that m m . By abuse of notation, let us assume that we haves s
already made this iterated EGP, and that in the above expressions we have
< U Um m . If m s m , then applying the induction hypothesis to m s m y ms s s s r s
and mU s mU y mU gives the result, so assume that m / mU . Letr s s s
r s
mr s n r , m s m s ; i i s i i
r s
U U U Um s n r , m s m s . r i i s i i
< U U USince m m and m / m we have m F m for each 1 F i F s and stricts s s s i i
inequality holds for some i. If m s mU then we apply the argument below1 1
U U X  .to m y m s and m y m s to get an EGP t which fixes s such that1 1 1 1 1
 . < U U . X < U Xm y m s m y m s in t , and hence m m in t . Thus we will1 1 1 1
assume that m - mU.1 1
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U < UIf n F n for 1 F i F r, then m m and we are done. Suppose thati i r r
n ) nU. Then after the EGP s X s s y r , the coefficient of rX in m X isi i 1 1 i i r
nX s n q m , the coefficient of rX in m XU is nUX s nU q mU , and all otheri i 1 i r i i 1
X UX  U .  U .coefficients remain unchanged. Now n y n s n y n q m y mi i i i 1 1
- n y nU. Since s c r this process can be iterated as many times as wei i
like, and hence, eventually we obtain nU F nUX. We do this for each i suchi i
Uthat n ) n . The result follows.i i
COROLLARY 2.3. With the hypothesis of Proposition 2.2, if m , m , . . . , m1 2 l
are monomials in t , then there is a positi¨ e iterated EGP t X of t such that
< < < Xm m ??? m in t .1 2 l
Proof. Apply Proposition 2.2 to m and m , then to m and m , and so1 2 2 3
on.
We next discuss the connections between EGPs and MDTs. Let R be an
n-dimensional regular local ring birationally dominated by a valuation ring
V of a valuation ¨ . Let x , x , . . . , x be a regular system of parameters for1 2 n
 . XR and let ¨ x s t for 1 F i F n. If t is a positive EGP of t then thei i
substitutions
xbX Xx s , x s x for i / bb i ixa
 .give a monoidal transform of R along ¨ centered at x , x R. Moreover,a b
an iterated EGP in which every EGP is positive corresponds to an iterated
monoidal transform along ¨ in which the original parameters x arei
monomials in the new parameters xX. If, furthermore, we have that V isi
residually rational over R and k is a coefficient set for R, then a
nonpositive EGP gives a monoidal transform of R along ¨ centered at
 .x , x R by the substitutionsa b
xbX Xx s y c, x s x for i / bb i ixa
for a uniquely determined nonzero c g k. In this case we note that
X  X . X  X.x s x x q c s x a unit of R .b a b a
The main ring-theoretic corollary of Proposition 2.2 is
 .COROLLARY 2.4. Let R, m be an n-dimensional regular local ring
birationally dominated by a ¨aluation ring V of a ¨aluation ¨ . Assume that
x , x , . . . , x is a regular system of parameters for R such that1 2 n
 .  .  .  .¨ x , ¨ x , . . . , ¨ x are rationally independent. Let P s x , x , . . . , x R,1 2 r 1 2 r
 .and let 0 / I s M , M , . . . , M R be an ideal of R generated by monomials1 2 l
 .  .  .in x , x , . . . , x with ¨ M F ¨ M F ??? F ¨ M . Then there is an iter-1 2 r 1 2 l
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ated monoidal transform RX of R along ¨ with centers contained in P and a
regular system of parameters xX , . . . , xX of RX such that1 n
 . < < < X  X X.1 M M ??? M in R and hence IR s M R ;1 2 l 1
 . X X2 Each x is a monomial in x , . . . , x for 1 F i F n.i 1 n
 .  4  .Proof. Let t s ¨ x for 1 F i F r, let t s t , and let m s ¨ M fori i i j j
1 F j F l. It is clear that the m are monomials in t . By Corollary 2.3 therej
X < < < Xis a positive iterated EGP t such that m m ??? m in t , and by the1 2 l
above discussion, there is a corresponding MDT RX of R along ¨ with
 .center contained in P i.e., fixing the parameters x , . . . , x , such thatrq1 n
X< < <  .M M ??? M in R and condition 2 above holds.1 2 l
We now have the necessary tools to prove our main result in Section 3.
 . U .In what follows we turn our attention to triples R, V, X which satisfy .
After a lemma which is distilled from Shannon, we list some nice proper-
ties that such triples have. First some notations. Let R be a regular local
ring birationally dominated by a valuation ring V of a valuation ¨ , and let
 .R be a monoidal sequence of R along ¨ . Let S be a set of ideals ofi iG1
w x  .R. Following Shannon S, Sect. 4 we say that R principalizes S if fori iG1
 .any ideal J g S there is an index i such that JR is principal. If Ri i iG1
 .principalizes the set of all ideals of R, we shall simply say that Ri iG1
w xprincipalizes ideals. The next lemma is distilled from Shannon S, Sect. 4 .
 .LEMMA 2.5. With R, V, ¨ , and R as abo¨e, the following arei iG1
equi¨ alent:
 .1 D R s V;iG1 i
 .  .2 R principalizes ideals;i iG1
 .  .3 R principalizes the V-ideals of R.i iG1
Proof. Suppose that D R s V. Let 0 / J ; R be an ideal, and letiG1 i
 .  .  .y , y , . . . , y be a generating set for J with ¨ y F ¨ y F ??? F ¨ y .1 2 s 1 2 s
 .The quotients y ry 2 F j F s are in V, and so by assumption there is anj 1
index i such that R contains each of these quotients. Hence in R each ofi i
 .y , . . . , y is a multiple of y , and so JR s y R is principal. Thus 12 s 1 i 1 i
 .  .  .implies 2 . That 2 implies 3 is trivial.
 .  .  .Suppose 3 . Let 0 / f g V, f s arb where a, b g R, and ¨ a G ¨ b .
Let
J s y g R ¬ ¨ y G ¨ b . 4 .  .
By Lemma 1.2, J is a V-ideal of R. Let i be an index such that JR isi
 .  .  .principal; say JR s tR for some t g R . Since ¨ J s ¨ b s ¨ t , andi i i
b g JR s tR , it follows that brt g R is a unit of R , and so JR s bR .i i i i i i
 .  .Since a g J, a g bR , and so arb s f g R . Thus 3 implies 1 .i i
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 . U .PROPOSITION 2.6. Assume R, V, X satisfies , let 0 / f g R, and let
0 / I ; R be an ideal. Then
 .  .  .1 ¨ f s ¨ M for some monomial M in X, and hence G is¨
 .  .generated o¨er Z by ¨ X ;
 .2 If I is a V-ideal then it is generated by monomials in X ;
 . X X X3 There is a basis transformation R of R such that IR s MR where
 .  .M is a monomial in X with ¨ M s ¨ I ;
 .  .4 There is a basis sequence R such that V s D R .i iG1 iG1 i
Proof. By the rational independence of X, distinct monomials have
 .distinct values, and so 1 follows immediately from Lemma 1.4.
Next, suppose that 0 / I ; R, and let f , f , . . . , f be generators for I.1 2 l
By Lemma 1.4 for each 1 F i F I write
f s a M q a M q ??? qa M ,i i1 i1 i2 i2 i l i l i
where the a are units of R, and the M are distinct monomials ini j i j
 .  .x , x , . . . , x . Assume that ¨ f s ¨ I , and since distinct monomials1 2 n 1
 .  .have distinct values, we may assume that ¨ f s ¨ M .1 11
 .For 2 , assume that I is a V-ideal and let J be the ideal of R generated
by the M . Clearly I ; J. On the other hand, by Lemma 1.2, I s b g R ¬i j
 .  .4¨ b G ¨ M and hence each M is in I, i.e., J ; I. Thus I is generated11 i j
by the monomials M .i j
 .  4For 3 , apply Corollary 2.4 to the set M to get a basis transformationi j
X < X XR of R such that M M in R for each i, j. In R , we write M s M s11 i j 1 j 11 1 j
where s is a nontrivial monomial in X for 1 F j F l . Then1 j 1
f s M a q a s q ??? qa s .1 11 11 12 12 1 l 1 l
s M unit of RX , .11
and the other f 's are multiples of M in RX.i 11
Finally, since the value group of ¨ is countable, there are countably
many ideals in V, and hence there are countably many V-ideals of R.
 .Denote the nonzero ones by I , I , . . . . By 3 , there is a monomial M in1 2 1
X and a basis transformation R1. of R along ¨ with regular parameters
1. 1. 1.  1. 1.. U .X such that I R s M R . Now R , V, X satisfies , and so1 1
 . 1. 1.applying 3 to the ideal I R , we obtain a monomial M in the X and2 2
another basis transformation R2. of R1. along ¨ with regular parameters
2. 2. 2.  .  .X such that I R s M R . Note here that ¨ I s ¨ M for some2 2 2
monomial in X, and hence it follows that M is a monomial in the X.2
Continuing this process we get a monoidal sequence along ¨ which
 .principalizes every V-ideal of R, and thus 4 follows from Lemma 2.5.
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3. THE WEAK LOCAL SIMULTANEOUS
RESOLUTION THEOREM
Throughout this section we will assume unless otherwise explicitly
.  .stated that S, N is an n-dimensional regular local ring over an alge-
braically closed field k where either
 .  .1 char k s 0, or
 .  .2 char k ) 0 and n F 3.
Also, ¨ will be a 0-dimensional valuation over k of the fraction field L of
S with center N in S and valuation ring V. Since k is algebraically closed,
the residue field of V is k, and so V is residually rational over S. We now
have some major tools at our disposal. Namely,
 .FACT 3.1 Domination . With notation, assumptions as abo¨e, there exists
 . w xa monoidal sequence S of S along ¨ such that V s D S S, 4.5 ,i iG1 iG1 i
And
 .FACT 3.2 Embedded Resolution . With notation, assumptions as abo¨e,
gi¨ en any finite number of nonzero elements f , . . . , f g V, there exists an1 l
 X X.iterated monoidal transform S , N of S along ¨ , and a regular system of
 . Xparameters x , . . . , x of S such that for each i1 n
f s x ai1 . . . x ai nd ,i 1 n i
X w xwhere a g N and d is a unit in S A6, 4.11; H .i j i
 . U .When R, V, X satisfies , ¨ must have R-dimension zero. It seems
natural to ask, given a zero-dimensional valuation birationally dominating
R of rational rank r, whether a regular system of parameters can be found
such that the r of the parameters have rationally independent values. In
the context of this section, this question can be answered in the affirma-
tion and so we will be able to use Corollary 2.4.
 .PROPOSITION 3.3. Let S, N be an n-dimensional regular local ring o¨er
 .  .  .an algebraically closed field k. Assume that either 1 char k s 0 or 2
 .char k ) 0 and n F 3. Assume that S is birationally dominated by a
¨aluation ring V of a 0-dimensional ¨aluation ¨ o¨er k of rational rank r. Then
 .there is a regular system of parameters y , y , . . . , y of S such that1 2 n
 .  .  .¨ y , ¨ y , . . . , ¨ y are rationally independent.1 2 r
 .Proof. let x , x , . . . , x be a regular system of parameters of S.1 2 n
Choose elements v , . . . , v g V which have rationally independent val-1 r
 . Xues. By Domination 3.1 , there is an iterated monoidal transform S of S
along ¨ with respect to our fixed regular system of parameters such that
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X  .v , . . . , v g S . By Embedded Resolution 3.2 there is an iterated1 r
monoidal transform SU of SX along ¨ and a regular system of parameters
U U U U  .x , x , . . . , x of S such that for each i 1 F i F r we have nonnegative1 2 n
 . Uintegers a 1 F j F n and a unit d g S such thati j i
v s xU ai1 xU ai2 ??? xU aind .i 1 2 n i
 .  U .Since the ¨ v are rationally independent, at least r of the ¨ x arei i
 U .  U . Urationally independent, say ¨ x , . . . , ¨ x . Consider the case when S is1 r
an immediate monoidal transform of S along ¨ . Then for each i we have
that either
xU s xi i
or
xiUx s y c for a unique c g k for some x .i i i i0xi0
Let b s x or b s 1 so thati i i0
x y c bi i iUx s ,i bi
and let y s b xU s x y c b g S. Then y , . . . , y have rationally inde-i i i i i i 1 r
 .  U .  .pendent values, since ¨ y s ¨ x q d ¨ x where d s 1 or 0, andi i i i i0
 U .since the ¨ x are rationally independent for i s 1, . . . , r. Extend the yi i
to a regular system of parameters of S. The general case follows induc-
Utively on the number of MDTs it takes to reach an S .
EXAMPLE 3.4. If k is not algebraically closed, then the conclusion of
Proposition 3.3 need not hold.
w x  .Proof. Let x, y be indeterminates and let S s Q x, y , N s x, y S. x, y .
 .Let K s Q x, y be the fraction field of R. We can define a 0-dimensional
 .  .valuation ¨ of rational rank 2 on K by putting ¨ x s ¨ y s 1, and
 2 2 . U¨ y y 2 x s p . The first quadratic transforms S of S along ¨ is given
w xby letting T s S yrx and localizing at the center of ¨ on T , which is the
  .2 . 2ideal x, yrx y 2 T. Now if ax q by g N _ N then at least one of a or
 .b is not in N. If one of them is in N, then ¨ ax q by s 1. If both a and b
 .  .are not in N, then ¨ ax q by G 1, and if ) holds, then ¨ ax q by )
 .  .¨ x . It follows that ¨ u q yrx ) 0 for some unit u of S. Since u q yrx
  .2 .g T , it must be in x, yrx y 2 T. Letting bars denote residues modulo
w x w xxT , by A7, 3.19 , TrxT is naturally isomorphic to Q yrx and yrx is
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2 . . w xtranscendental over Q, and so we have that u q yrxg yrx y 2 Q yrx ,
2 .which is impossible since yrx y 2 is irreducible. We have shown that
any element of a regular system of parameters of R has value 1.
w xThe next proposition extends the result A1, Proposition 6 to valuations
of real rank greater than one.
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let S, V, ¨ , k be as abo¨e, and assume that ¨ has
rational rank r. Gi¨ en any finite number of nonzero elements f , . . . , f g V1 l
 X X.there is an iterated MDT S , N of S along ¨ and a regular system of
 . Xparameters x , . . . , x of N such that for each i we ha¨e1 n
f s x ai1 . . . x aird ,i 1 r i
 .  .  .where ¨ x , ¨ x , . . . , ¨ x are rationally independent, a g N, and d is a1 2 r i j i
unit in SX.
 .Proof. By Embedded Resolution 3.2 there is an iterated monoidal
transform SX of S along ¨ and regular parameters y , y , . . . , y such that1 2 n
f s y ai1 . . . y ai nd ,i 1 n i
where a g N and d is a unit in SX. By Proposition 3.3 we may assumei j i
that S has r regular parameters with rationally independent values, and
 .  .  .hence assume that ¨ y s t , ¨ y s t , . . . , ¨ y s t , are rationally1 1 2 2 r r
independent. Now t depends rationally on t , . . . , t and so by Proposi-rq1 1 r
 X4tion 2.1 there is an iterated EGP t which fixes t , . . . , t such thati rq2 n
t X , . . . , t X are rationally independent and t X s 0 Moreover, all but the1 r rq1
last of these EGPs is positive, so, assuming that we have made all but one
of the MDTs corresponding to the EGPs, we may assume after relabeling
that t , . . . , t are rationally independent, and t s t . Upon making the1 r rq1 1
last monoidal transform, say of the form
yrq1X Xy s c, y s y for i / r q 1rq1 i iy1
X for a uniquely determined nonzero c g k, we see that y s y a unit ofrq1 1
X.S and so
f s y ai1 ??? y air y ai rq1. ??? y ai ndi 1 r n irq1
s yX ai1
X
??? yX ai r yX a
X
i rq2. ??? yX ai r
X
d X .1 r n irq2
where aX g N and d X is a unit in SX. We apply this argument to thei j i
remaining parameters one by one, obtaining the desired result.
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We now prove our main result. We will follow the proof of Abhyankar
w xgiven in A7, 4.8 ; the first steps will be Propositions 3.7 and 3.8. Proposi-
 .tion 3.7 is due to Abhyankar the proof is included for completeness , and
wby using Proposition 3.5, we easily extend the argument of A1, Theorem
 .x1A 3 to valuations of real rank greater than 1 to get Proposition 3.8.
Finally Lemma 1.4 and Corollary 2.4 are used to complete the extension of
Abhyankar's argument.
THEOREM 3.6. Let K be an n-dimensional function field o¨er an alge-
braically closed field k. Assume that either the characteristic of k is zero or that
it is positi¨ e and n F 3. Let LrK be a finite algebraic extension. Let ¨ be a
¨aluation of Lrk with k-dimension zero, rational rank r, and ¨aluation ring V.
 .Let S, N ; L be an n-dimensional regular local ring o¨er k which is
birationally dominated by V. Let R s S l K, M s N l K, U s V l K, and
Q s MS.
 .1 If r s n then S can be replaced by an iterated monoidal transform
along ¨ so that Q in N-primary.
 .2 If r - n then S can be replaced by an iterated monoidal transform
along ¨ so that ht Q G r q 1. In particular, if r s n y 1 then for such a
transform, Q in N-primary.
 .REDUCTION 3.7 Abhyankar . With notations as in Theorem 3.6, S can be
replaced with an iterated monoidal transform along ¨ , so that the fraction field
of R is K.
Proof. First, since S is integrally closed in L, R s S l K is integrally
closed in K. Next, we claim that by replacing S with an iterated monoidal
transform of S along ¨ , we may assume that K is algebraic over the
fraction field of R. Since k ; S and k ; K, we have k ; R. Let q , . . . , q1 n
be a transcendence basis for Krk. By replacing q by 1rq if necessary, wei i
 .may assume that q g U ; V for each i. By Domination 3.1 , we mayi
replace S by an iterated monoidal transform of S along ¨ such that
q g S, and hence q g R. Thusi i
n F tr deg R F tr deg K s n ,k k
and the claim follows. For t g K, let
a a1 ss sy1t q t q ??? q s 0
b b1 s
be the minimal algebraic equation of t over the fraction field of R. By
multiplying by a suitable element e g R it follows that et is integral over
R, and hence et g R, and thus t is in the fraction field of R.
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This reduction is necessary as there are examples where the fraction
field of R is of strictly smaller transcendence degree over the base field k
w xthan that of K over k A1, Remark 2 . Henceforth we will assume that the
 .fraction field of R is K. Part 1 of Theorem 3.6 follows immediately from
the following.
PROPOSITION 3.8. With notations as in Theorem 3.6, if the rational rank
of u is r then by replacing S with an iterated monoidal transform along ¨ there
is a regular system of parameters x , . . . , x of S, a positi¨ e integer D, and1 n
units d , . . . d of S such that1 r
x Dd g K for i s 1, . . . , r . ² .i i
In particular, ht Q G r.
 .  .Proof. Choose w , . . . , w g U so that u w , . . . , u w are rationally1 r 1 r
 .independent. Then by Domination 3.1 we may assume that w g S, andi
hence w g S l K s R. By Proposition 3.5 we may replace S with ani
iterated monoidal transform of S along ¨ which has a regular system of
parameters x , . . . , x such that for each i s 1, . . . , r1 n
w s x ai1 . . . x aird ,i 1 r i
 .  .where ¨ x , . . . , ¨ x are rationally independent, a g N, and d is a unit1 r i j i
 .in S. Since LrK is algebraic, u and ¨ have the same rational rank. Let
 . <  . <A s a be the r = r matrix with entries a , and let D s det A . Sincei j i j
 .the u w are rationally independent, D / 0, and since the taking ofi
quotients and powers of the w corresponds to Z-row operations on A, iti
follows that there are units d g S such thati
x Dd , . . . , x Dd g K l N s N ; Q.1 1 r r
’Thus x , . . . , x g Q , and so ht Q G r.1 r
 .Finally, we prove part 2 of Theorem 3.6. By Proposition 3.8 we may
assume that x Dd , . . . , x Dd g K and ht Q G r. If ht Q G r q 1 then we1 1 r r
 .are done, so assume that ht Q s r. In this case Q ; x , . . . , x S. With a1 r
 X X.view towards contradiction let us also assume that if S , N is any iterated
X  X . X Xmonoidal transform of S along ¨ and A s N l K S , then ht Q F r.
Let us now fix the regular system of parameters x , . . . , x of S. Let X1 n
denote the parameters x , x , . . . , x , let P be the prime ideal XS, and let1 2 r
Y denote the parameters x , . . . , x . Consider iterated monoidal trans-rq1 n
forms along ¨ with centers contained in P, i.e., those transforms which
 .  .  X X.leave Y fixed. Since ¨ x , . . . , ¨ x are rationally independent, if S , N1 r
is an MDT of S along ¨ with center contained in P, then for any j
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 . X X1 F j F n either x s x or x s x rx for some j . Thus there are unitsj j j j j 00
X X  . X D X X  X X . X  Xd g S 1 F j F r such that x d g K, and so Q ; x , . . . , x S ht Qj j j 1 r
.  .F r by assumption , i.e., the relations ³ and the inclusion Q ; P are
preserved by such transformations.
Now x g S is algebraic over K, and so there exists a g R such that axn n
 .is integral over R, hence the norm of ax over K, N ax , is a nonzeron K n
element in x S l K. Writen
0 / N ax s x t h g x S l K ; N l K ; Q ; x , . . . , x S s P , .  .K n n n 1 r
 .where t is a positive integer and h g S_ x S S is a UFD . Since P isn
prime and x f P, we have h g P. Applying Lemma 1.4 to h we haven
distinct monomials M , M , . . . , M in x , x , . . . , x and units a , a , . . . , a1 2 l 1 2 n 1 2 l
of S such that
h s a M q a M q ??? a M .1 1 2 2 l l
For each 1 F i F l write M s s t where s is a monomial in X and t isi i i i i
a monomial in Y. Since h g P s XS, each s must be nontrivial S isi
.  .  .  .regular . By relabeling assume that ¨ s F ¨ s F ??? F ¨ s . Let l1 2 l 0
 .  .  .  .1 F l F l be the largest index such that ¨ s s ¨ s s ??? s ¨ s .0 1 2 l0
 .  .  .Then since ¨ x , ¨ x , . . . , ¨ x are rationally independent s s s s1 2 r 1 2
??? s s , and since the m are distinct, t , t , . . . , t are distinct monomi-l i 1 2 l0 0
als in Y. Put a s l0 a t . Then by Corollary 2.4 replace S with anis1 i i
< <iterated MDT along ¨ with centers contained in P such that s s ???l l q10 0
<s . Then for l - i F l, we have s s s u , where u is a nontriviall 0 i 1 i i
l monomial in X, and hence putting b s  a u t , we have h s s ais l q1 i i i 10
.q b , and b g P. Since SrP is a regular local ring, the residue of a q b
modulo P is not zero, and hence a q b f P and so
h s s an element of S not in P . .1
Suppose s s xg1 . . . xg r. Then1 1 r
Dtx h .n tDs x an element of S not in P .g g n1 rD Dx d . . . x d .  .1 1 r r
g K l N ; Q ; x , . . . , x S s P , .1 r
which is impossible. Thus ht Q G r q 1.
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